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T
ip-enhanced near-field optical micro-
scopy (TENOM) is a scanning probe
technique that is widely employed to

study nanostructures with subdiffraction
spatial resolution combined with substan-
tial signal enhancement.1 It exploits the
locally enhanced electric fields in the vicin-
ity of a sharp metal tip to amplify the
excitation and emission rates in a nearby
sample object. In this sense the tip acts as
an optical antenna2 that can be used to
enhance multiple optical responses, includ-
ing Raman scattering, photoluminescence,
electroluminescence, and photocurrent.1

Because of the rapid decay of the locally
enhanced field inside the sample material,
on the order of 10 nm depending on
the tip size,3 TENOM is a surface-sensitive
technique. It is hence ideally suited for
the investigation of very thin nanomaterials
or subsurface structures and has been
applied to a huge variety of materials,
including polymer thin films,4 carbon
nanotubes,3,5,6 inorganic semiconducting
nanowires,7�9 single molecules,10,11 RNA,12

and graphene.13,14

In the simplest case the enhanced de-
tected signal scales linearly with the inci-
dent laser intensity, while its source remains
completely local. For higher excitation in-
tensities nonlinear processes such as two-
photon absorption15 and stimulated Raman
scattering16 could become important, while
for spatially extended structures energy
transport4,17 leading to nonlocal emission
can complicate the image contrast formation.
Rare earth ion doped crystals provide an

efficient conversion of near-infrared into
visible light and are thus of particular inter-
est for a variety of applications such as
multimodal bioimaging contrast agents18,19

and solar cell activators.20 Metal particle
enhanced upconversion has been reported
by several groups to date. The first results
were obtained by introducing silver parti-
cles into the crystalmatrix.21�23More recent
studies were based on depositing nano-
crystals on a gold pyramid substrate24 or
on a gold nanograting.25 Schietinger et al.26

performed experiments in which they con-
trolled the particle�nanocrystal distance
using an AFM. The authors demonstrated
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ABSTRACT We present tip-enhanced upconversion photoluminescence (PL) images of Er3þ-

and Yb3þ-doped NaYF4 nanocrystals on glass substrates with subdiffraction spatial resolution.

Tip�sample distance dependent measurements clearly demonstrate the near-field origin of the

image contrast. Time-resolved PL measurements show that the tip increases the spontaneous

emission rate of the two emission channels of Er3þ in the visible region. Very efficient

enhancement of upconversion PL is discussed in the context of the two-photon nature of the

excitation process and homoenergy transfer between the ions within the nanocrystals.

Comparison between different nanocrystals and tips shows a strong influence of the tip shape

on the image contrast that becomes particularly relevant for the larger dimensions of the

investigated nanocrystals.

KEYWORDS: rare earth ion doped crystals . upconverted luminescence . tip-enhanced near-field optical microscopy .
optical antenna
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the controlled plasmon enhancement of the upcon-
version PL in NaYF4 nanocrystals doped with Er3þ ions
together with a reduction of the excited state lifetime.
In this work, we present the first near-field study of

rare earth ion doped nanocrystals using a scanning tip.
We observe a large tip�sample distance dependent
photoluminescence enhancement and discuss se-
quential two-photon excitation and homoenergy
transfer between the ions within the nanocrystal as
possible contributions. We complement our discussion
by time-resolved PL measurements. In addition, we
observe inhomogeneous spatial intensity distri-
butions that are different for the emission wavelengths
of Er3þ. We attribute this to the interplay between the
actual tip shape and the nanocrystal topography be-
coming particularly relevant in case of large sample
structures.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The nanocrystals consisted of a R-NaYF4 crystal
matrix doped with Yb3þ as a sensitizer and Er3þ as an
activator. The dopant concentration was 20 mol % for
Yb3þ and 2 mol % for Er3þ, respectively. Due to the
preparation procedure (see Methods), the dopant
concentration was considered to be homogeneous
within the nanocrystal. The excited state level scheme
of the activator�sensitizer system showing the two
detected transitions in the visible region is presented
in Figure 1 together with a schematic of the experi-
mental setup. The tip-enhanced near-field optical
microscope combined an inverted oil-immersion

microscope with a shear-force tuning fork AFM instru-
ment. A detailed description of the optical setup is
given in Methods.
Figure 2a shows a tip-enhanced near-field image of a

nanocrystal probing the 4S3/2,
2H11/2 f

4I15/2 transition
of Er3þ together with the simultaneously recorded
topography image in Figure 2b. The optical image
features two distinct signal contributions: First, there
is a narrow circular contribution with nearly uniform
intensity and steep edges that dominates the image
contrast. Indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 2a,b,
this contribution is centered at the position of the
nanocrystal as determined from the topography data.
The spatial width of the contribution of about 190 nm is
clearly below the diffraction limit at the excitation
wavelength even considering two-photon absorption
(∼0.51/21/2 � 980 nm/NA = 252 nm) and thus de-
monstrates tip-enhanced near-field interactions. The
second, about 400 nm wide signal is the confocal far-
field contribution. Its elongated shape is expected.
Since the transition dipole moments of the ions are
isotropically distributed within the nanocrystal, the
confocal image reflects the excitation intensity dis-
tribution in the laser focus.27 Strong focusing is
known to lead to two lobes with significant long-
itudinal field components that are displaced from the
center of the focus, rendering a quasi-elliptical in-
tensity distribution. The near-field contribution iden-
tified above occurs in one of the longitudinal side
lobes, since tip enhancement is strongest for axial
field components.28

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. An inverted confocal microscope was combined with a tuning fork AFM
instrument to scan a gold tip in proximity of the sample surface. The detection path consisted of two channels equippedwith
avalanche photodiodes (APDs). Spectral bandpass filters centered at 550( 25 and 660( 15 nmwere used to select the 4S3/2,
2H11/2 f 4I15/2 and the 4F9/2 f

4I15/2 transitions of Er
3þ. (b) Excited state level scheme of the activator�sensitizer system

comprising Yb3þ and Er3þ ions in a single nanocrystal. Brown solid, dashed�dotted, and dashed lines indicate absorption,
energy transfer (ET), andmultiphonon relaxation, respectively. The radiative transitions giving rise to green and red emission
are indicated with solid lines. The ground, intermediate, and first excited states are marked with |0æ, |1æ, and |2æ.
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To quantify the near-field to far-field image contrast,
the signal intensity was extracted along the dashed
white line shown in Figure 2a together with a Gaussian
fit of the far-field contribution to determine its ampli-
tude. This gave a near-field intensity of about 22 kHz
(photon counts per second) and a far-field signal of
7 kHz, respectively, yielding an intensity enhance-
ment of about INF/IFF = (29 � 7)/7 ≈ 3. The steep
edges and plateaulike pattern in Figure 2a can be
understood on the basis of the sketch shown in
Figure 2d. Because of the short penetration depth of
the locally enhanced field that determines the near-
field interaction volume, a further increase of the
topographic height did not lead to an increase of
the near-field signal.
For the determination of the local signal enhance-

ment factor, the different volumes that contributed
to the near-field and far-field signals must be con-
sidered.1,29 Since the nanocrystal size was substantially
smaller than the confocal far-field excitation spot, the
volume generating the far-field signal corresponds to
the nanocrystal volume that could be estimated from
the AFM data and the topography profile shown in
Figure 2b,c. The AFM data suggest a nanocrystal width
of about 200 nm in both lateral directions and a height
of 40 nm. The observed shape is of course influenced
by the tip geometry. Especially at large nanocrystal

heights, the finite tip diameter and particularly a large
opening angle can significantly broaden the observed
spatial width. From SEM measurements we know that
the tip diameter was initially between 20 and 30 nm,
but it could have been increased during the scanning
process due to tip wear. In order to estimate the actual
nanocrystal volume, we studied the influence of the tip
diameter and opening angle on the topography profile
by means of simple geometric considerations pre-
sented in the Supporting Information. We took into
account a broad tip with a large diameter of 60 nm and
opening angle of 45� in order to determine a lower
limit for the crystal volume. We found that the nano-
crystal had at least a width of 120 nm to result in a
width of about 200 nm when it was imaged by the tip.
The associated volume of 390� 103 nm3was taken as a
lower limit for the nanocrystal volume. Because only
sharp tips are known to provide a strong electric field
enhancement, as observed in Figure 2a, the tip diameter
was probably substantially smaller, yielding even larger
nanocrystal volumes. A sketch of the experimental
configuration including the nanocrystal dimensions is
given in Figure 2d, depicting the nanocrystal as an
elongated structure. Its endings were approximated
by half-spheres in order to simplify the calculations.
According to this sketch, the near-field interaction

volume was approximated by a spheric section, with

Figure 2. (a) Tip-enhanced upconversion PL image of the green emission at 550 nm upon excitation at 980 nm. In addition to
the far-field background, there is a clear subdiffraction enhanced contribution. (b) Topography image taken simultaneously
with the image in (a). (c) Topography (blue line) and intensity (black dots) cross sections taken along thewhite dashed lines in
(a) and (b), respectively. The Gaussian fit to the far-field signal is shown as a black dashed line. (d) Schematic of the tip
enhancement of the nanocrystal PL togetherwith the nanocrystal dimensions as determined from the topographydata in (b).
The far-field and near-field volumes are shown in blue and orange, respectively. The gray spheres symbolize the Er3þ ions.
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diameter and height depending on the tip diameter.
Assuming a sharp tip with a diameter of 20 nm, it is a
half-sphere with a radius of 10 nm corresponding to a
sample volume of VNF,min = [(2/3)π] � 103 nm3 = 2.1�
103 nm3. Here, the 10 nm reflects the penetration
depth of the near field into the nanocrystal. The
near-field interaction volume is associated with an
uncertainty coming from the exact tip size. While
the lateral extension for a broader tip increases,
the penetration depth will probably be less affected
due to dielectric screening in the crystal. For a tip with
a diameter of 60 nm, the near-field volume was
approximated by a spheric section with a radius
of 30 nm and a height of 15 nm leading to VNF,max ≈
18 � 103 nm3.
On the basis of these considerations, we obtained a

minimum value of VFF/VNF = (390 � 103)/(18 � 103) ≈
22 and a maximum value of VFF/VNF = (390 � 103)/
(2.1 � 103) ≈ 185 for the far-field to near-field volume
ratio. These values give lower and upper limits of the
volume-normalized enhancement ratio of ((INF/IFF)(VFF/
VNF))min = 66 and ((INF/IFF)(VFF/VNF))max = 555. Remark-
ably, even the lower limit is substantially larger than
what we typically observe for the PL intensity enhance-
ment in other sample materials such as nanotubes
and nanowires using similar types of tips.5,8 These
experiments are usually performed using a radially
polarized donutmode, which has a strong electric field

component in the direction of propagation leading to
a very efficient enhancement. Considering this, the
enhancement observed here, using a Gaussian mode,
is even more striking.
We measured similar near-field to far-field intensity

ratios for several nanocrystals and tips. For the red
emission we observed similar or even larger intensity
ratios depending on the tip used, as can be seen in the
tip up/down spectra in Figure 3a and in Figure 4. For
the tip used in Figure 2a, the lower and upper limitd for
the volume normalized near-field to far-field ratios of
the red emission detected at 660 nm were 330 and
2775 (data not shown). In the following, we discuss the
excitation process involving two sequentially absorbed
photons as the possible origin of the observed large
intensity enhancement.
We developed amodel based on rate equations for a

simplified energy level scheme similar to that reported
by Esteban et al.,30 including only the three states of
Er3þ that are involved in the energy transfer, labeled by
|0æ, |1æ, and |2æ in Figure 1b, and two states of Yb3þ. We
neglected ground state and excited state absorption of
Er3þ because of themuch higher doping concentration
of Yb3þ and its about 10 times higher absorption
cross section.31,32 We also neglected back-energy
transfer from Er3þ to Yb3þ. The rate equations were
then solved for the steady state and the weak ex-
citation regime (see the Supporting Information).

Figure 3. (a) Spectra with retracted and approached tips, respectively. Both emission bands are clearly enhanced. (b)
Tip�sample distance dependence of the emission detected at 550 and 660 nm. The continuous signal rise with decreasing
tip�sample distance clearly proves the short-range near-field origin of the enhancement. (c, d) Transients for red and green
emission detected with and without tip at 550 and 660 nm, respectively. The decay with tip is substantially faster than that
without tip. In (b) no signal decrease is observed up to the minimum absolute distance, which would indicate metal-induced
quenching. The lifetime reduction is therefore due to radiative rate enhancement.
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The following expression for the signal enhancement
for a single sensitizer�activator pair was obtained:

INF
IFF

¼ f10
4 c10
c10tip

η20
tip

η20

kET
tip

kET

 !2
(w10 þ kETnall)

2

(w10
tip þ kETnall)

2

� f10
4 c10
c10tip

η20
tip

η20
(1)

Here, f10 denotes the enhancement factor for the
excitation of Yb3þ, c10 the decay rate of the Er3þ

intermediate state (4I11/2), w10 the decay rate of the
Yb3þ excited state (2F5/2), kET the energy transfer rate,
and nall the population of all levels of Er3þ. η20 repre-
sents the quantum efficiency of the emitting Er3þ state
(4S3/2,

2H11/2, or
4F9/2) and is defined as the ratio

between the radiative rate c20
rad and the sum of all

decay rates η20 = c20
rad/(c20

rad þ c20
non‑rad). Note that

this definition of the quantum efficiency is different
from that used for example in ref 33 that measures the
ratio between the number of emitted and absorbed
photons. As in ref 30, the decay from the emitting to
the intermediate state was neglected,: i.e., c21 = 0. The
superscript ”tip” indicates the presence of the tip.
Assuming that the tip does not influence the energy
transfer rate kET and that the transfer is fast,30,34 i.e. kET
is large in comparison to w10, the decay of the long-
lived excited Yb3þ state, the last factor in the first
expression of eq 11 can be set to 1. At first glance,
the enhancement seems to scalewith the fourth power

of the absorption enhancement factor f10, as expected
for an excitation process involving two photons. How-
ever, the excitation enhancement competes with an
enhanced depopulation of the 4I11/2 level of Er

3þ and
the 2F5/2 level of Yb3þ. The latter effect is less pro-
nounced and can be neglected because the energy
transfer is assumed to be fast and efficient such that
most of the Yb3þ ions relax via energy transfer and not
via radiative means. The former process is accounted
for by the factor ((c10)/(c10

tip)) in eq 11. If there are no
nonradiative losses, this expression yields 1/f10

2, lead-
ing to a quadratic dependence of the signal enhance-
ment on the enhancement factor f10, similar to
fluorescence based on one-photon absorption.
Assuming that the Yb3þ and Er3þ ions do not interact

with ions of the same species, eq 11 is also valid for the
whole nanocrystal consisting of many ions. Using the
obtained approximated expression given in eq 11, we
estimated the experimentally observed enhancement.
We used approximated values for the quantum effi-
ciency η20 ≈ 6% (green emission) and η10 ≈ 30%, as
described in ref 35, and calculated the ratios
((η20

tip)/(η20)) and ((c10)/(c10
tip)) assuming a typical

enhancement factor of about f10 ≈ 3 for the excitation
in the near-infrared region and f20 ≈ 5 for the visible
region for our standard tips.5 Inserting these values
into eq 11, we obtained a value of INF/IFF ≈ 240 for the
near-field to far-field intensity ratio. Here, the excita-
tion rate enhancement described by the factor

Figure 4. Simultaneously recorded topography (c, f) and tip-enhanced upconversion photoluminescence images (a, b, d, e)
for two different nanocrystals. The red emission shows a stronger image contrast in comparison to the green emission,
indicating a stronger signal enhancement for the red wavelength. Both nanocrystals show a nonuniform spatial distribution
of the enhanced PL that is localized at the lower nanocrystal edge for the red emission.
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f10
4(c10/c10

tip) ≈ 24 in eq 11 was more than twice as
large as the radiative rate enhancement given by
η20

tip/η20 ≈ 10.
The value INF/IFF ≈ 240 is in the range of our volume

normalized intensity ratio estimated for the green
emission above (66e (INF/IFF)(VFF/VNF)e 555). We note
that, in reality, the energy landscape will be far more
complex than our simplified scheme depicted in
Figure 1b. Nonetheless, this simplified model shows
that the upconversion process involving two photons
combined with high-field enhancement factors could
in principle explain the observed large signal enhance-
ment. However, our model is valid for isolated sensiti-
zer�activator pairs only and neglects coupling among
emitters of the same species. In the following, we
investigate if energy migration, i.e. energy transfer
among Yb3þ or Er3þ within a single nanocrystal, could
play a role.
In fact, the large signal enhancement can also be

understood by considering the size and composition of
the doped nanocrystals. The high doping concentra-
tions of both types of ions, c(Yb3þ) = 20% and c(Er3þ) =
2%, could allow for an efficient energy transfer not only
between the Yb3þ and Er3þ ions (heterotransfer) but
also between the Yb3þ and Er3þ ions themselves
(homotransfer), leading to energy migration within
the nanocrystal.36 After locally enhanced excitation in
the vicinity of the tip, the electronic energy could be
distributed over a larger nanocrystal volume. On the
other hand, in the case of efficient transfer, an ex-
tended volume could benefit from tip-induced radia-
tive rate enhancement. Energy migration would thus
lead to a nonlocal signal contribution, complicating the
image contrast formation and the discussion of the
signal enhancement.
For Yb3þ homotransfer the Förster radius is 2.1 nm;

although this was calculated for a different nanocrystal
matrix,37 it is substantially larger than the average ion
distance of 0.5 nm (see the Supporting Information) at
the present doping concentration. For Er3þ homo-
transfer Förster radii between 1.0 and 1.8 nm are
reported, depending on the matrix and transi-
tions,38�40 comparable to the mean ion distance of
1 nm (see Supporting Information). The Förster radius
for the present activator�sensitizer combination is
reported to range between 1.5 and 2.0 nm.37

With these values we estimated the range of energy
migration between the identical ions by calculating the
root-mean-square displacment (rmsd) using a 3D ran-
dom walk model. The rmsd for a diffusive process in
three dimensions is given by (Æx2(t)æ)1/2 = (6Dt)1/2,
where D is the diffusion coefficient depending on the
mean ion distance and the energy transfer rate and t

the time after which the rmsd is evaluated. The details
of the calculations can be found in the Supporting
Information. The rmsd depends strongly on the Förster
radii and themean ion distances, since the transfer rate

scales with the sixth power of their ratio. Therefore, we
account for an uncertainty for both values of 0.2 nm
and estimate lower and upper boundaries for the rmsd.
Assuming a range of 1.9�2.3 nm for the Förster

radius and 0.3�0.7 nm for the mean ion separation, an
rmsd value ranging from 4 to 50 nm was obtained in
the case of energy transfer between Yb3þ ions. For Er3þ

ions, smaller values between 3 and 25 nm were ob-
tained using the given range of Förster radii and an
uncertainty of themean distance of 0.2 nm as for Yb3þ.
Due to the larger ion separation and the smaller Förster
radius, homotransfer between Er3þ ions is not as
efficient as that between Yb3þ ions. Hence, depending
on the exact values for the ion distances and Förster
radii, the nanocrystal volume affected by energy mi-
gration can become comparable to or even larger than
the volume probed in the near field. For the lower
limits of 4 and 3 nm, respectively, the influence of
energy migration will be negligible and the signal
enhancement can be calculated according to eq 11.
Discussing the upper limit of the migration range, we
find the following. After locally enhanced excitation of
mainly the Yb3þ ions due to their stronger absorption
in the vicinity of the tip, the electronic energy could
migrate for up to 50 nm, exceeding the near-field
interaction range. Since the migration range for the
emitting Er3þ ions is shorter (25 vs 50 nm), radiative
rate enhancement would thus affect not all excited
states created by near-field excitation. On the other
hand, energy migration between Er3þ ions always
results in a larger total number of ions benefiting from
radiative rate enhancement in comparison to the
situation without transfer due to the confocal excita-
tion within the migration range. Our discussion
shows the complex interplay between energy transfer
processes and the excitation and emission rate
enhancement.
We complemented our study by time-resolvedmea-

surements, which are shown in Figure 3. The recorded
PL transients for both detection energies (Figure 3c,d)
show a significantly faster decay in the presence of the
tip. In general, this could be due to both tip-induced
radiative and nonradiative rate enhancement. To de-
termine which of the two dominates, we recorded
tip�sample distance curves for both green and red
emission. As can be seen from Figure 3b, the PL
intensity increases continuously with increasing slope
for decreasing tip�sample distance. Efficient metal-
induced quenching that would lead to a decrease
of the PL intensity does not occur in the studied tip�
sample distance range. This shows that the enhance-
ment of the radiative rate dominates with respect to
that of the nonradiative rate. The observed lifetime
reduction is therefore mainly due to tip-induced radia-
tive rate enhancement.
In the absence of the tip the transients recorded

at both emission wavelengths (Figure 3c,d) can be
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described bymonoexponential model functions, yield-
ing lifetimes of 35 and 105 μs for the green and red
emission, respectively (see Supporting Information).
With the tip the PL decays can be described by
biexponential model functions with additional fast
decay components of 19 and 36 μs for the green and
red emissions, respectively. Transients detected in the
presence of the tip only show very small remaining
contributions of the decay times detected without
tip of 5% for the green emission and 3% for the red
emission. This indicates that the local tip-induced
radiative rate enhancement indeed leads to a faster
relaxation of the emissive stateswithin a larger volume,
supporting the idea of homoenergy transfer discussed
above.
After a discussion of the upconversion process and

the role of homoenergy transfer, we now focus on the
influence of the nanocrystal topography on TENOM
images. As noted above, the decay length of the
enhanced field is limited to about 10�15 nm.41 While
the TENOM signal would thus increase for increasing
sample thickness, it is expected to saturate for struc-
tures higher than 10�15 nm or in the presence of
efficient homoenergy transfer. Indeed, the near-field

upconversion PL image and the cross section shown in
Figure 2a,c, respectively, showed this behavior. Pla-
teau-type PL images were also observed for other
nanocrystals (Figure 4a,d). For red emission recorded
with the same tip, however, the image contrast turned
out to be very different (Figure 4b,e). It appeared that,
while the whole nanocrystals are seen in the near-field
image, additional strong enhancement occurred loca-
lized at their lower edges. Since ion doping can be
expected to be uniform in lateral direction (see also
Methods), we need to conclude that the field enhance-
ment at the tip can be spatially asymmetric. Possible
concentration gradients in the radial direction ob-
served for NaGdF4 nanoparticles42 would not affect
the lateral image contrast recorded here. In general,
this asymmetry could result from the tip fabrication by
electrochemical etching and from tip wear during
scanning. Because extended sample structures interact
with a larger part of the tip, we expect the resulting
influence on the image contrast to be more pro-
nounced than for thin structures that only interact
with the foremost part of the tip.
To clarify the influence of the tip on the near-field

images further, we studied the image contrast for the

Figure 5. Simultaneously recorded tip-enhanced upconversion photoluminescence images for the (a) 4F9/2 f
4I15/2 and (b)

4S3/2,
2H11/2 f

4I15/2 transitions of nanocrystal NC1 (Figure 4a�c) with another tip. The scan direction is rotated by 55� with
respect to Figure 4a�c. The intensity distribution and image contrast are similar for both wavelengths. (c) Simultaneously
taken topography image taken simultaneously with those in (a) and (b). Comparing this image with the topography image
recorded with the first tip shown in Figure 4c, we conclude that this tip is broader and less defined. (d) PL and topographic
cross sections along the white dashed line in (a)�(c). The enhanced PL is the strongest at the nanocrystal edges and nearly
disappears in the center. Since ion doping is assumed to be homogeneous, the observed intensity distribution needs to be an
artifact resulting from the particular tip shape.
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nanocrystal NC1 (Figure 4a�c) using a different tip.
Both optical and topographic images are very different,
as illustrated in Figure 5. As can be seen from the
images in Figure 5a,b and in particular from the cross
sections Figure 5d, the intensity is localized at the
nanocrystal edges while it disappears in the center.
On the basis of the apparent larger topographic width
of the nanocrystal and its somewhat irregular shape,
we conclude that the tip used was broader and less
defined. Given the uniform ion doping and the
comparison with Figure 4a�c, the vanishing PL in-
tensity in the center of the nanocrystal must be an
artifact. Interestingly, we observed similar enhance-
ment and image contrast for red and green emission
in this case. Scanning probe techniques in general
are known to be susceptible to imaging artifacts that
become particularly relevant for larger sample struc-
tures. On the other hand, while the influence of the
tip shape on AFM images, for example, can be
understood quite well, our data show that for tip-
enhanced microscopy it can be far more subtle. In
AFM the topography signal can typically described
by the convolution between tip shape and sample
structure.43 In tip-enhanced microscopy this does
not need to be the case, as can be clearly seen from
the spectrally varying contrast in Figure 4. Tip-
enhanced near-field optical experiments on higher
samples should thus be reproduced and tested with
several tips.
In comparison to aperture-based scanning near-field

optical microscopy TENOM has two key advantages
that are particularly relevant for the study of upcon-
verting nanomaterials. First, metal tips feature superior
topographic resolution which is strongly limited
for aperture probes.44,45 Second, aperture probes
provide only low throughput due to the cutoff of
propagating waveguide modes, precluding the use

of the high excitation intensities needed for two-
photon processes.46

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we investigated the enhancement of
upconversion PL of rare earth ion doped nanocrystals
using a scanning metal tip. Tip-enhanced near-field
optical (TENOM) images of single nanocrystals showed
strong PL amplification and clear subdiffraction spatial
resolution as a result of tip-enhanced optical fields.
Using a simplified energy level scheme, we derived a
quantitative model for the enhancement mechanism
and the resulting enhancement factors that are in
general agreement with the experimentally observed
near-field to far-field ratios. According to this model,
the effect of excitation rate enhancement, although
expected to be highly efficient in case of an excitation
process involving two photons, can cancel out due to
the competing depopulation of the intermediate
states. The contribution of radiative rate enhancement,
on the other hand, is clearly confirmed using time-
resolved PL spectroscopy and tip�sample distance
curves. Considering the high ion doping levels in the
nanocrystals, we suggested an additional nonlocal
contribution to the tip-enhanced signal caused by
efficient nonradiative homoenergy transfer between
the ions in the nanocrystals. Near-field images re-
corded using different tips showed a strong influence
of the tip shape that could lead to imaging artifacts. In
contrast to other scanning probe techniques such as
AFM, in TENOM the influence of the tip is more subtle
and cannot be described directly using its geometrical
parameters. Our studies clearly show that TENOM can
be successfully applied to single nanocrystals and
indicate the potential of the technique for the char-
acterization of more complex upconverting functional
materials on the nanoscale.

METHODS
Sample Preparation. R-NaYF4 nanocrystals were synthesized

following the procedure described previously in ref 47. During
the doping process Y3þ ions were randomly replaced by equi-
charged Yb3þ and Er3þ ions at levels of 20% and 2%, respectively.
XRD measurements of the doped nanocrystals reveal a purely
cubic crystal phase without detectable structural impurities. We
thus assume rather homogeneous codoping within the whole
nanocrystals. We note that for differently doped NaGdF4 nano-
particles nonstatistical dopant distributions in the radial direction
were observedusing synchrotron radiation.42 In the case of Y and
Tb codoping a subtle concentration gradient in the radial direc-
tion was observed with Gd3þ more concentrated toward the
center and Y3þ more concentrated toward the surface. Steeper
radial concentration gradients were detected for Nd3þ and Tb3þ

doping.While radial concentrationgradients cannot be excluded
for the present nanocrystals as well, we would expect no lateral
gradients that could affect the image contrast in a scanning
probe measurement across the nanocrystal surface. The nano-
crystals dispersed in chloroform were spin-coated onto a glass
substrate for the optical and topographic measurements.

Microscope Setup. The optical setup combined an inverted
confocal oil immersion microscope with a tuning fork shear-
force distance control that enabled scanning of a sharp gold tip
centered in the laser focus in close proximity to the sample. A
scheme of the setup is shown in Figure 1a. The nanocrystals
were excited with a Gaussian laser beam at 980 nm focused by a
high NA objective (NA = 1.49) onto the nanocrystals. The
excitation power used in the experiment was about 0.3 mW,
taking into account the transmission of the microscope objec-
tive. This corresponds to an excitation intensity of 40 kW/cm2

within the focus. For image acquisition the sample was raster
scanned while keeping tip and focus position fixed. The detec-
tion path was split into two channels in order to record two
emission bands simultaneously. The two emission bands be-
long to the 4S3/2,

2H11/2 f
4I15/2 and the 4F9/2 f

4I15/2 transition
of Er3þ (see Figure 1b) and were detected using two APDs after
band-pass filtering centered at 550 ( 25 nm for the green
emission and at 660( 15 nm for the red emission, respectively.
No additional detection pinhole was used. Hence, the spatial
resolution of the confocal experiments was given by diffraction
at the excitation wavelength Δx ≈ (0.51/21/2) � (980 nm/NA) =
252 nm. For time-resolvedmeasurements we used amultiscaler
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card (MSA-300, Becker & Hickl) that was triggered by the laser
operating in the pulse mode and generating 5 μs long pulses.
The effective temporal resolution of the detection system was
about 5 μs.
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